
such abandon oft proves fatal, but for the adroit
or talented, it can be a vicious combination.

You wield two, one-handed weapons with
lethal grace and potent skill.  This is limited to ax,
club, dagger,  hammer, mace, short sword, and
sword.  The encumbrance value of both weapons
must be calculated for determination of Fatigue
(paired daggers have an Encumbrance of 1).  One
weapon must be designated the primary; the
other is the secondary.  The bonus of dual
wielding depends on current Stance:

A Forward:  Reduce Edge of the primary
weapon by one.

A Open:  Increase Injury TN of the primary
weapon by two.

A Defensive:  Add a parry value equal to the
Encumbrance of your secondary weapon
(not paired total, just a single weapon, so
daggers have +0 while swords add +2
parry).

Otherwise, in all cases, only a single
attack roll is ever made and no more than a single
target can be attacked per turn.

Foe-Slayer
Let's hunt some Orc!

Whether hatred-bred or vengeance-fueled,
dealing death to true enemies is, by some
measure, an art.

Add your weapon's Encumbrance rating
to the Endurance damage caused on a successful
hit against your specified enemy (via Enemy-Lore).

Know Thy Enemy
The wolf that one hears is worse than the Orc that
one fears.

Preparedness and knowledge are a
warrior's two greatest weapons.  Knowing who
and where to strike is as vital as when.

Roll one additional Success die when
rolling Battle to determine combat advantage
against your specified enemy (via Enemy-Lore).

Treasure Hunter
Acute Appraisal
Dragons may not have much real use for all their
wealth, but they know it to an ounce as a rule,
especially after long possession; and Smaug was
no exception.

Calling Virtues

scholar
Darker Secrets
There are older and fouler things than orcs in the
deep places of the world.

Exposure and experience have imparted
hard-learnt secrets, things the likes of which Men
should not know.

Add your current Shadow score to all Lore
and Riddle rolls.

Learned Insight
The authority is not granted you to deny the
return of the king!

Knowledge is far more valuable than
gold, and wisdom is a kingly gift.  As such, a
learned's presence is an oft requested thing.

Add one to the player-hero's Standing for
appropriate intervention determination. For a
point of Hope, add favored Wits to an Encounter
Interaction task or test.

Well-Read
The world was fair, the mountains tall, in the
Elder Days before the fall...

What is learned is usually written, and is
written for the express purpose of being passed on
and learned anew.  With such insight, rarely
should history repeat itself.  Sadly, there are few
that spend the time, or focus, required for such
clarity.

When in a library, or other location of
exceptional learning, you may upgrade the
quality of a successful Lore roll by one level.  In
addition, you may comprehend and
communicate in languages in a manner similar to
a trader; you know a smattering of many tongues,
enough to relate basic concepts.

Slayer
Dual Wielding  
You would die before your stroke fell.

Forgoing a shield drastically lowers
defense, but it does free the hand for other tasks,
like pulling another knife.  In untrained hands, 
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Successful journeys are comprised of
many ingredients, be it the hunter that provides
the meal, the guide that keeps the way, the scout
that blazes trails, or the look-out man that spots
dangers.  A true blessing on any extended foray is
the traveler that knows all roles.

Add your Wisdom to your travel duty rolls
(Huntsman, Guide, Look-Out Man, or Scout).

Worldly
Even the good plans of wise wizards like Gandalf
and of good friends like Elrond go astray
sometimes when you are off on dangerous
adventures over the Edge of the Wild; and
Gandalf was a wise enough wizard to know it.

Knowing how to plan an intended
journey, what route to take and when to take it,
frequently determines success of failure before the
first step is even taken.

Add your Wisdom to all Lore rolls when
planning ahead for journeys.

Warden
Defender
Not idly do the leaves of Lorien fall!

Defense of kin against the growing
Shadow is of paramount importance.  Without a
home to return home to, there is little hope left in
the world.

When fighting to protect your folk, use
your favored Wits to determine parry.

Light-bearer
Hope remains while the Company is true.

Maintaining spirits is a vital component
to an adventuring company, something more
easily accomplished amongst friends than
strangers.

If in their company during a Fellowship
phase, add your Wisdom to your companion's
rolls to cure corruption.

Warder
If by my life or death I can protect you, I will.

Inspiration is oft found in the well-being
of a Fellowship.

If you successfully protect a companion
while in a defensive combat stance, and your
protected companion suffers no significant
damage throughout the same combat, you regain
one point of Hope at the conflict's conclusion.

The value of coin and treasure is an art to
those who know; stretching its use is not unlike
scraping the last pigment from a paint jar.

When increasing Standing, your Wealth
cost is reduced by your Wits and any permanent
Shadow. Furthermore, when maintaining higher
standards of living, your Wealth expenditure
counts for two months at a time instead of one.

Sly Fingers
A really first-class and legendary burglar would at
this point picked the trolls' pockets - it is nearly
always worthwhile, if you can manage it.

A proper and skilled burglar can wrest
finery from the deepest pocket and jim the
stoutest lock.

When picking locks (Craft) or pockets
(Stealth), add your current Shadow to your rolls.

Personal Stash
His heart was filled and pierced with
enchantment and with the desire of dwarves; and
he gazed motionless, almost forgetting the
frightful guardian, at the gold beyond price and
count.

Cachés are handy, but a true burglar
knows it is best to carry your most valued
treasure, as returning to places you have been is
neither always possible, nor wise.

When determining Fatigue, you may
ignore one point of Treasure per current Shadow.

Wanderer
Hard March
Few can foresee whither their road will lead them,
till they come to the end.

Travel is an exciting prospect.  Rarely does
the terrain agree with one's expectations,
however, and the road oft grows wearing and
rough.  Fellowship, however, can alleviate many
trials, either thru a helping hand or uplifting
presence.

Improved success levels during a
journey's Fatigue test grant success to
companions; one companion may be granted
success on a single Fatigue roll on a great success,
two companions on an extraordinary success.

Versatile Traveler  
He should not vow to walk in the dark, who has
not seen the nightfall.
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Combat Stance Tasks

Forward Stance
Shield Pummel

Using a shield as a bashing and stunning
weapon is an ancient tactic, founded due to
practicality.  Blocking a large, heavy, blunt object
is vastly more difficult than turning aside a blade.
Shields do not inflict grievous injuries, although
their use is still tactically sound.

With the cost of one point of Hope, a
player-hero currently engaged in the forward
stance and armed with a shield may perform a
shield pummel.  Attacking in this fashion
sacrifices the shield's parry bonus for the round.
The player-hero's attack is conducted with their
primary weapon with any shield effects added on
a successful strike.  A hit adds an amount of
damage equal to the shield's Encumbrance.  

A successful Called Shot whilst utilizing
shield pummel enables the attacker to decide
between their weapon's typical Called Shot or that
provided by the task.  Shield pummel's Called
Shot, Dazed, reduces the victim's parry rating by
the shield's own parry rating (to a minimum of
zero) until the start of the attacker's next turn.

Open Stance
Tactical Acumen

Calling upon their own battle experience
and observation, a player-hero in the open stance
may task tactical acumen to bolster their
companions with timely assistance and advice.

At the expense of a point of Hope, the
player-hero may roll Battle to determine combat
advantage, just as is normally done at the onset
of a conflict.  Combat advantage determined in
this fashion is deligated to one's companions,
however, but otherwise is applied as usual.

Defensive Stance
Evasive

Opting out of any form of offense, a
player-hero in the defensive stance tasks evasive
to present their most formidable, and
single-minded, defense possible.

Magical Items 

and

Trinkets
Middle-Earth is a magical realm, filled

with miraculous legends and items of
enchantment and power.  Such power is often
subtle and might actually be, or many times may
be mistaken for, exquisite craftsmanship or
coincidence.  The following list provides a small
sampling of such works.  There are trinkets, those
whose powers are minor and, largely,
inconsequential, and there are magical items that
often possess a unique Trait accessible via Hope
expenditure.
Elven Cloak

Elven cloaks are of fine make, designed to
hide the wearer from unfriendly eyes.

At a cost of one point of Hope, the elven
cloak's Trait, Chameleon, may be utilized as if the
player-hero possessed the Trait.
Enchanted Jewels

Jewels that clasp, and remain so until
commanded otherwise, or that retain a perpetual
gleam are common forms of enchanted jewelry.
Enchanted Sheath

Any sword placed within an enchanted
sheath cannot be broken.  Such blades may still
be dropped, lost, or otherwise discarded, but so
long as the sheath is possessed, and the weapon
placed within, no stain or break will mar its
surface.
Hithlain rope

Hithlain ("mist thread") is an Elven
material used in the manufacture of rope.  It is
gray, has a silken texture, and has a slight silvery
sheen when viewed in darkness.  Hithlain rope is
very strong, yet light and slender.  Knots tied in
hithlain rope can be undone at a whim with a
simple tug, yet they hold fast whilst utilized.

At a cost of one point of Hope, hithlain
rope's Trait, Elven Bound, may be utilized as if the
player-hero possessed the Trait.
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Toy-maker
You are adept at crafting complex,

mechanical, and mildly magical, Dwarven toys.
Windup soldiers, steam-powered whistling trains,
and the like are within your proficiency.

Recovering Hope
Hope is a vital, precious, and

ever-dwindling resource; always diminishing as
the Shadow renews, darkens, and grows.  As
heroes of Free People, Hope empowers and
emboldens while aplenty, but the trials and
vexing of Shadow-bred foes wears and tires.

Hope is recoverable in one of three
manners, and is bound to these methods.  First,
companionship restores Hope.  As indicated,
members of a Fellowship may draw upon the
Fellowship's Hope pool to replenish their spent
Hope.  This is provided they meet the approval of
the other members of the Fellowship.  Due to the
limited size of the Fellowship pool, however, this
is a finite method, often keeping things on an
even plateau provided Hope expenditures are
conservative.

Second, Hope may be restored via hopeful
actions.  Hopeful actions are things that would
obviously bolster spirits in remarkable and
meaninful ways.  Succeeding against an
overpowering enemy, for example, or producing
arts or other memories of "home" when otherwise
feeling miserable are both illustrations of hopeful
actions.  Recovering a point of Hope in this
method may be introduced by either players or
the Loremaster, but may only be approved by the
Loremaster.  As a guideline, this should be
disallowed unless half or more of the Fellowship
are within their Miserable rating.

Finally, Hope can be increased and fully
recovered with the acquisition of the Confidence
Mastery Virtue.  It would be most wise to wait to
acquire Confidence when your Hope pool is
nearly depleted, as it maximizes the restoration
quality.

Recovering Hope is not the same as
reducing Corruption, although the result is the
same when considering the gap between content
and Miserable.

By sacrificing their attack for the round,
the player-hero makes an Athletics roll.  The TN
for this roll is 10 plus the highest Attribute level
amongst the opponents faced.  A successful roll
applies a bonus to their parry rating dependent
on their quality of success:

Ordinary success:  +2 parry rating.
Great success:  +4 parry rating.
Extraordinary success:   +6 parry rating.
This bonus persists until the start of the

player-hero's next turn.

Rearward Stance
storm of Arrows

From their rearward vantage point, an
archer can alternatively fire a barrage of arrows,
potentially injuring multiple opponents.

At the cost of one point of Hope, a
player-hero in the rearward stance makes a single
attack.  The number of targets struck depends on
the degree of success.  Unless stated otherwise, all
damage is base weapon damage.

Ordinary success:  One target struck.
Great success:  Two targets struck.
Extraordinary success:  Either two targets

struck with damage increased by the attacker's
Body, or three targets struck.

Traits
Chameleon

Magic Item Trait.  You are able to blend
into your surroundings, merging with, and
disappearing into, the surrounding terrain.
Elven Bound

Magic Item Trait.  You are capable of
restraining a target with tough, secure bonds.
Equestrian

You are a talented rider, able to saddle
and direct a horse through challenging terrain.
This does not equate riding a mount into battle,
however.
Legerdemain

You are deft with sleight of hand and can
cause small objects (no larger than a playing
card) to "disappear" up your sleeve.  Perfect for
entertaining guests or cheating at card games.
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Weapons
WEAPON DAMAGE EDGE INJURY ENCUMBRANCE GROUP NOTES

Club 3 f 10 1 Clubs A stout bludgeon, 
crafted or scavenged.

Mace 4 f 14 2 Clubs
Great Mace 5 10 16 4 Clubs Two-handed weapon.
Throwing Knife 2 f 10 0 Dagger Ranged weapon.
War Hammer 4 f 12 2 Hammer
Maul 6 f 14 4 Hammer Two-handed weapon.
Javelin 4 10 14 1 Spears Ranged weapon.
Quarterstaff 3 f 12 2 Staff Two-handed weapon.

Quarterstaff
Quarterstaves are lengthy sections of

wood, sometimes reinforced with other material,
that often serve as walking aids but can serve as
weapons when needed.

Weapon Range
SHORT MEDIUM LONG

WEAPON RANGE RANGE RANGE

Throwing Knife 3+Body 5+Body 7+Body
Javelin 10+Body 15+Body 20+Body

Called Shots
WEAPON TYPE SUCCESSFUL CALLED SHOT

Club The target's shield has been 
smashed.

Hammer The target suffers a -2 penalty
to all tasks until the start of 
the attacker's next turn.

Staff The target has been tripped, 
as if they had suffered knock-
back.

Club
A stout stick serves as a worthy, albeit

crude, club.  While typically simple, clubs can be
fashioned, reinforced with metal, and adorned
with runes.  They serve as effective bashing tools.
Mace

A mace is a metal club with a flanged or
spiked head.  Their weight and reinforced
structure allows for more brutal blows.
Great Mace

Great maces are long-handled, two-
handed bashing weapons of vicious power.  They
are heavy, slow, and unwieldy, however and often
require a great deal of room to implement
properly.
Throwing knife

Throwing knives are small, light, and
balanced blades designed to be thrown.  They are
ineffective melee weapons, due to their limited
reach and lack of a combat-worthy grip.
War Hammer

A war hammer is a light hammer with a
spike opposite the hammer head.  It is a weapon
designed to fight against armored opponents.
Maul

Mauls are massive, two-handed hammers
capable of inflicting terrible, bludgeoning trauma
to their unfortunate victims.
Javelin

A javelin is a light, somewhat flimsy,
spear designed for throwing.  Its delicate structure
prohibits melee.
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